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Revenue growth accelerates, but profits growth slows
Our recently completed update of our ana'ysis of. and readers, software products. are recording much lower
projections for. the UK SCSI market shows: than average growth. Although the iJK application

- an acceleration in growth from 14% in 1994 to 16% in ☜mare FmJduct ma'ket grew by 9% '" 1995' ""3 was
1995. Given the low in ation in 1995. this will represent far below me 15% 9"°☁☝"☁ f°r "☁9 market as '3 Wh°'e☁
the best reaI growth rate for a decade. Products like wordprocessors and spreadsheets actually

rforecasts now exceed 10% p.a. for each of the remaining Su f ed deaf☜? ' ☁he 9"0Wth °°m|n9 from "HIChe'
years of the decade, busrness applications. Software tools did rather better

- the accelerating trend towards outsourcing - where With a 13% grPMh' , . . ,
gromh of 44% (or higher) is now expected for 1995 _ is -the outsourcrng trend. and the continued 'consolldatlon
the Sing - son for the gth. of the industry has meant that, as we have reported on

5, year we {yeast-a 25% 9,09,45ng many occasions before, the already bigare Increasing
_ ☜factually guinea☂nu☁r _ ; their share of the market. The Top Ten suppliers Will

V _ V V H deal'an'd e'stimatezaszaccu V ☁ y have recorded revenue growth in excess of 25% in 1995
hwhen these revenues willjstartto☂ affect the - three times the growth rate of the smaller companies.
447 . it ☂0! 1995 is fully WWW☝ by This trend is substantiated by areview of all 1995 results

.0 ☂9☂°c§5☁? f°"19_9§☁.§☁{'y俉l b? (including latest interims) from SCSI companies quoted
☜13 a☝ d' 'cum☂ ☜inn-7'9?☝ E's: on the UK Stock Exchange. This shows revenue growth
Vnthla worth EGOmp all, s o .
~ ot22Ain1995.

V he_market.£$0,rm . . . .
awaygtx☁ha☁v-e I): But, If revenue growth is encouraging, profits were

1' disappointing. Those same companies which grew
revenues by 22% only reported a 4% Increase In
profits. This compares with 30%+ PBT growth in each of

the last three
years. With

increasing "skill

  

 

   

 

   

    

    

  

  

  

 

  

   

 

   
   

    

   

      

    
  
  

    
  

  

   

  

  

      

  

    

   

 

    

     

 

v , o ,
our realteans-that ourforecasts are'too lair! v
- allied markets,
like third party
training, IT
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"☜°" Services Industry ☜on .agency staff etc. - 11.5% shortages ,

have allbenetited m.☜ Actual aggnzr lécnzeadrkgfvenues * increased wage
pressure from
existing staff
cannot be fa r
behind.
The cycle of "high
revenue growth/
cost expansion/
low profits

growth☝ followed
by ☜low revenue
9 r o w t Me a s t

cutting/high
pro/its growth~ is
all too familiar in

from the trend for
companies to use
external services
rather than
employ their own.
- markets which
continue to
decline include
h a r d w a r e
maintenance
and systems
software. To this
list can now be
added IT
consultancy. as

supplied by the
big management
consultancies,

which recorded
no growth in

1995.

- perhaps as a
surprise to many

1990 - 1999

Note: Exclude: manutacturerc' hardware
maintenance and system software
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  MMT Computing plc
PBT and EPS Record m.

Relative to 1990

          

    

   

  

  

  

    

South-East. m .0110. _. .. . .
MMT reported retrenues up☁28v%vat£14 and PBTpr Hts .
margin of 22%. MMT has reported a profit margin eXceedlng-zovq'eyery
well run Service companies often have much higher margins than produ '
increased from £4.7m to £6.2m. MMT is extending'its☁ highly☁complem
its clients with capability now extended to inclLid,e',l.jotus Notes 'P' '
six figure investment; largelytaken ☁inj the currenthalfye

. Of course the other reason Why☁we have-a healthyre☁spect to: M H V _
winner. He bought Quotientibetore'thévaerebought byiACT).CP☁,-☁ "
and Total (on their perbdicvrise' and selling before'the equally☁p'e '
hold around 5%lo1the eddity" new worth ove ' 3 " : '_'
MMT☂s socoess' 1 as} in'all people has ' ☁ V _ V . eepi
moaned to 'us that utilisation rates had alien fromvzoaeév to: 95%
still Tilbroole' aim. He feels he is 7ustr'tiedir1 controlled canfi
Given thepast perfonnance, so☁are we! MMTfs shar ☁ ' '

Lthat still represents a quitetnodest'jS historic' '

   

As expected, profits slump at Kalamazoo Kewlll ☜static☝
In Sept. 95 Kalamazoo issued a profits warning and Kewill Systems claimed ☜record☝ PBT of俉2.6m (up 21%)
Robert Jordantook over from Peter Harrop as Chairman. in the six months to 30th Sept. 95. But operating profit
it was therefore not a surprise that, although revenues (£25m) and revenues (£16.6m) were largely static. EPS
were up14.5% in the six months to 30th Sept. 95 to advanced by 20%.
£32.4m, PBT slumped by a third to £2m. EPS was down The UK reported lower pro ts and those in the US were
27%. Cash decreased from £7.2m to £4.8m although net static. ☜Lower operating costs assisted HAN Dataport

355615 increased by 5% 10 a ☜621th $1535☜ (Germany) to a considerably improved operating pro t of
The Print Division, which reported a loss of £484K against £700K (£400K)...Overa/I prospects...are good. Further
a profit of £12m last time, was the main reason for the growth, underpinned by strong recurring reVenue, should

poor performance. be achieved".
But the Computer Services Division boosted revenues Whether "growth by acquisition is clearly necessary for
by 18% to £24.1m and operating profits by 22% to £2.6m. Kewil/☝Saurce - Computergmm -23rd Nov. 95 is open to debate.
The motortrade business seems to have prospered where Kewlll☁s share price has risen 38% this year so iarto 330p.
the order book for the Elite ☜flagship☝ product is "running ' - v a 1☁ a '~ a "
very satisfactorily☝. But this is tempered by the need for an pro
an "on-going investment programme to generate future gégranies
growth☝. European presence has increased from recently :revé-☁m '.

acquired Autodata in the Finnish, Swedish and Dutch 1 14% latvmssKvim☁hQ yea
markets. V ., .
u , .. . tloatayaarbaqk utonthesekg
Anrmprovedpertormance is expected inthe second half. father] ., .Iikeiy ma a☜. I V .il '

_,System House 2 December res

 

  
   

  

     

 

  

  
       

    



CGS and Sema...
CGS sold its 27.6% stake in Sema this month for £128m
at around 496p per share. Sema reacted positively to the
news - ending the month up 8% at 537p.
CGS had bought a stake in Sema Metra back in 1988
before the CAP ☜mergef' at a pretty hefty price. It increased
it to 27% in 1990. The investment had been showing a
book loss throughout, but Sema's shares have recently
performed well showing a 32% gain in 1995 so far. This
meant that, at last, CGS could sell making a pretty modest
profit of around £8m on the seven year investment.

Of course throughout the period, a CGS bid for Sema
has been talked about. CGS had spent much of the 19805
buying SCSI companies at pretty fancy prices. The
depressing CGS results in the 19905 put paid to such
ambitions.
Now it's CGS, rather than Sema, which looks the more

vulnerable. Daimler-Benz have until Jan. 96 to exercise
theiroption to acquire a controlling interest . We now doubt
that they will.
When we gave our presentation in Paris recently. there
was much talk that the Sema stake might be bought by a
US operator. Now. perhaps, those rumours will shift to
CGS.

...and MAI
O - What have Azlan, P&P and MAI in common?

A - They all now have Hoskyns directors as non-execs.
This month CGS COO and Hoskyns Chairman Geoff
Unwin joined MAI. Tony Robinson(Hoskyns MD) sits on
the Azlan board and Tony Fisher is at P&P. Now if MAl
could repeat the recent share performance of Azlan and
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KCODA back on track
After a disastrous start to life as a publicly quoted company
in 1994, CODA has been amongst the best performers in
1995. Their share price is up 153% in 1995 so far.
This month CODA put outan announcement that PBT
would not be less than 21m - allowing for £6rn of expensed
R&D costs in the year to 31st Oct. 1995. This compares
with the 23m operating loss last year. Revenues are
expected to be up 30% at in excess of £30m.

- Growth "is entirely attributable to boosted sales of CODA-
OAS☝ (the open, client/server version of CODA-
Frnancials) which achieved revenues of over £12m in the

☂ year. Indeed, "this product has now been purchased by
' more than 100 customers☝.

; If you are a follower of director☁s share dealings, you will
know that Chairman Rodney Potts bought 200,000 shares
at 88p in Jan. 95 and General Atlantic doubled its
shareholding to 20% at 88p. CODA's shares ended Nov.
95 down slightly on 195p.

No disasters at Safetynet
Safetynet plc is a disaster recovery operation specialising
in IBM mid-range, PC LAN and dealing room systems

 

' . with an impressive record. In Dec. 98, Reuters took a
20% holding fora 25m consideration. The remaining 80%

l . is still held by Safetynet's two founding directors.
Latest results show revenues up 30% at £12.2m and PBT
up 75% at £2.6m in the year to 31st Mar. 95. As now
seems to be usual for such companies, that's an

impressive 21% profit margin. Part of the revenue increase
A came from the acquisition of PC LAN and Mobile Disaster

Recovery services.

The further Americanisation of LBMS
☁ LBMS joined MAID (see p11) by launching on NASDAQ

this month. The offer, at 323p, raised £8.7m new funds
plus allowing Messrs. Leanmnth and Burchett to sell
shares worth another £7.4m.
The pricing of the US offer led to a 15% fall in Nov. in the
London share price to 317p.
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Lynx Holdings plc
Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1030
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Granada We will have to wait - as is our usual fate - to present

the revenue and profit figures for Granada Computer
Servlcest The division to which it relates reported static
revenues and profits in the latest financial year. We have
long said that this division is "non-core" and is ☜for sale☝.

KHow it now fits in a Forte world is even more obscure.

Stock Exchange ioiners and leavers
In 1995 we will have said goodbye to four SCSI companies
quoted on the main market:
ACT Group - which was acquired by Misys.
Enterprise - which after a far too long illness called in the
receivers in May 1995.
Unipalm - who this month nally fe/Ito UUNet. (We use
the word fell in the ☜Lizzy fell for Mr Darcy" sense.)
Vistec - who did a reversal into Lynx in Oct. 95.
We only welcomed one new SCSI main market new issue
- CMG (see opposite) - a record law.
But six SCSI companies moved from trading their shares
under the 4.2(a) rule ( i.e. on a matched bargain basis)
onto AIM. Given that AIM has attracted over 100
companies since its inception in June 95, the

representation of SCSI companies is remarkably low.
On the other hand, the share price performance of Lorlen.
Moorepay and, in particular, Flrecrest (p11) has been
nothing short of spectacular, as shown in the table below.

   Firecrest Internet access Rule 4.2(a) 295.0%
Lorien IT contract staff Rule 4.2(a) 110.0%
Moorepay Payroll processing bureau Rule 4.2(a) 95.0%
OmniMedia CD«ROM software/content Rule 4.2(3) ♥6.7%
Voss Net Database software/content Rule 4.2(a) 19.6%  4 December 1995
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Azlan gets connected
As previewed last month, Azlan reported revenues up 93%

at £72.7m, PBT up 312% at £4.45m and EPS up 268% in
the six months to 30th Sept. 95. Azlan also announced:

- the acquisition oi Ronln, its counterpart in Holland, for a

maximum of £6.95m. £1.95m (£1 .45m in cash, rest in shares)
payable now. The remainder payable based on nancial
targets to 1999. Ronin had revenues of £16.4m and PET of
EZOOK in 1994.
- an open offer to raise £20.4m on the basis of 2-for-9 at

440p. This will leave Azlan with no borrowings and ☜enable

the group to continue to make further acquisitions which fit

the group☂s strategic objectives".

Azlan was a new issue back in Nov. 93 at 230p. It had a

troubled start to public life after its main distribution deal with
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Madge was cancelled. Major restructuring, including

widespread changes at the top, followed. Since then Allan's
results have been excellent. In Apr. 95 a new pan-European
network distribution deal was announced with IBM and the

deal with Netscape last month added the fizz to the share

price - up 270% in 1995 so far at 496p.

But you would expect us to highlight the real success that

Azlan has had in developing its services offerings. Training

and consultancy services contributed in excess of 25% of

the gross profit for the period and we anticipate furthergrowth

in this area". We really do believe that Azlan☁s future depends
on utilising its undoubted expertise to offer high value service

ofierings (connected to products, of course) in the netwarking

arena; rather than justin product distribution.

Given that. and reports of 'strang start☝to H2. we might well
be in agreement with Chairman Mike Brooke that Azlan is

'Well placed for the Mars".

Current estimates are PBT of £9.3m for the full year.

December 1995



 

  

 

been bought by Palm Technology for £600K, Radan had
reported revenues of £7.8m and PET of 22K in the year to
31st May 95. Palm - based in Cardiff - raised an additional
£2.4m from 3|. Palm already owns Syntech and Network
Wales Ltd. Llncoln Software has acquired the IPFls to
Ipsys' Object IE application development environment from
the receivers (as we reported last month). Eidos has
acquired the IPRs to Image Charm☂s CD-ROM games for
£516K.
Components distributor Datrontech Group plc has
acquired Swiss distributor C Connect AG for a max. of
£3.1m. .

Microsoft sold its 18% stake in UK CD-Flom and book
publisher Dorling Kindersley raising ☜about £60m".
Delphi Group (nee Computer People) has continued its

long string of acquisitions by purchasing DBI Associates
for up to £1.75m (£500K initially + £1.25m profit related).
DBI, which principallysupplies ITconsultancyand contract
staff to the public sector, reported PBTof £33K on revenues
of £2.5m in the year to 30th Apr. 95.
Reports suggest that Wakebourne is trying to sell its
application software business after the "unexpected
downtum☝announced last month which required provisions
of £160K. The business has revenues of around £2m.
Prodis (the parent of SDL and Silica) which appointed the
receivers last month, has been bought out of administration
by The Anglo Corp. for ☜about £1m☝. Source - MicroScope -
15th Nov. 95.

UK lnlorrnix system house Mach 4 Software hasacquired
Storm Software in South Africa.
Computer Power (of Australia) has sold its US and UK
business operations for "about $71m cash" to Interim
Services Inc. thus freeing the company from debt. The
CP bits sold provided systems integration, systems
development and professional services. Interim's main
business is the supply of temp. staff to non-lT customers in
the medical, legal and accounting etc. arenas. CP had
revenues of about A$41om worldwide and about 25m in
the UK. The new operation - whatever it will be called - has
run rate revenues of about $2 billion. (Bang goes another
System House subscription!)
Arrival Boss Ltd (the bit of Jeff Trendell's Arrival Holdings
which acquired the Intelligent Office Co from the receivers
in June 95) has ☁rneryed☂with Mason Fox BIU Ltd 'a client/
servor, database and E/S consultancy" creating a new☝
company called DecisionWorks Ltd. Floyd Bradley (ex UK
MD of Lotus) joins as CEO.
PEP is trying to find a buyer for its Mac distribution operation
. Principal. Source ♥ MicroSoope 22nd Nov. 95.Network SI (one
of ACT☂s many disposals in 1994 before the Misys takeover)
has sold its Irish TPM DDT to ITG for £500K fuelling rumours
that Network sr is getting out of TPM altogether (which
seems like a good idea to us!)
Footnote: In an incestuous transaction, our "rim/"market
researchers Dataquest (owned by Dun at Bradstreet) has

been bought by Gartner Group (50% owned by Dun 8t
Bradstreet) for $75m. Interestingly, Dataquest Europe

made an operating loss of £115K on revenues of £6.1m in
the year to 30th Nov. 94. Now, if only they had offered that

for Richard Holway Limited their bid might have
succeeded!   

AS anticipated (see System
PAR House Sept. 95) Parity, this

month, spent £3.5m

extending its business model into Europe. The
shareholders were similar in each case:
- CSS-Trident acquired Software 92 plc, which had
reVenues of £10.1m and PET of £400K in the year to 31 st
Mar. 95. Software 92 supplies IT contractors.
- Parity Solutions acquired Eurosoft Solutions Gmbl-l,
which had revenues of £1.4m and PET of £35K in the
year to 31 st Dec. 94, and Eurosoft SARL which

commenced trading only in Jan. 95. Eurosoft provides
systems development and training, mainly via its own staff
in Germany and contractors in the UK.
Parity "expects these acquisitions to be earnings neutral
in 19.95 and to make a positive contribution in 1996".
With these acquisitions Parity has annualised continental
Europe revenues of £25m. Revenues of over £1 20m are
expected in 1995 and the run rate is now nudging £140m.
These are the first acquisitions in over 12 months for Parity.
Although they make great sense, we would like to see

Parity developing a ☜third Ieg'to the stool. A conventional
outsourcer would fit so well with the CSS-Trident IT
contractor/recruitment and Keith Jenning's Parity Solutions
systems development operations.

Our views on Sage are
A: well known. When you use

a headline like "Simply
THE SAGE GROUP pLC the Best"so often, it tends
_to give the game away!
Apart from being a rare UK-owned companythat actually
believes in marketing, it has steadfastly ☜stuck to the

knitting" of its accounting software market by continually
developing depth (i.e. the Multisoft acquisition extended
the offerings at the higher end) and width (the DacEasy,
Saari etc. acquisitions extended the coverage into the
US, France etc.).

This month Sage has bought Sybel Informatique for
FFr125m (£16.2m) in cash. This has added both depth in
France (Sybel specialises in the high end accounting
systems for larger companies, whereas Ciel and Saari,
Sage's previous French purchases, concentrate on smalV
medium users) and width (by adding a further £19.2m
revenues in France). Just like Sage overall, Sybel makes
☜only☝ about a half of its revenues from software licences
- the rest comes from development, training and support.
The great potential of Sybel is in Sage applying pressures
to its margins - these were just 5% in 1994 compared to
Sage☂s 23% overall profit margin and 35% in the UK.
The whole thing looks absolutely right. Given that Sage
is currently valued at nearly 6 times revenues, buying a
company like Sybel for <1-times revenue looks an
absolute bargain. Our only "concern" about Sage at
present is that as the ☜best looking girl at the UK hop☝
how long will she remain unattached? We remind readers
of our previous comments about a Gates/Goldman
assignation. Sage☁s full year results are due 5th Dec. 95.

Same; Seme☂s Pierre Bonelli says that the Cisl deal "is
fartrbrn'beihg concluded☝; (see-amorphous Ney.es)»80,- to-
satisfy theirappetite in the meanwhile, Sema has acquired
a 40% stake in T5 FM - the France Telecomm FM
subsidiary o for £22,9m; with an option on another 10%
for £5.9rn.'FTLis already has a 25% stake in Santa☂s
outsourcing businessin the UK. ☁
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Sorry, but we did tell you...
Our own "customer satisfaction☝ research says,
ovenrvhelmingly that readers value our ☜opinion☝(whether
or not they agree!) but get most annoyed with statements
like ☜as we predicted two years ago...".
Actually we are rather proud of the accuracy of our
predictions. . ..it☂s just our timing that is such rubbish!
As many of our readers have been with us for many years
you can at least testify to two of our oft-repeated
predictions coming to pass this month.

lTnet
At long last lTnet secured its MBO from parent Cadbury
Schweppes. lTnet had reported revenues of 15% at
£50.5m and PET up 22% at £3.8m in the year to 31st
Dec. 94. lTnet employs 1,000 staff. Outsourcing

ITN ET
Eight Year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1987
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represented 60%, where major new contracts included
the £18m/6 year contract with the London Borough of
Croydon. lTnet also recorded growing revenues from
managed services (up 108%) and desktop services (up
40%).
The MBO deal would appear to value lTnet a £37.1m.
Management get 25.1%, 3i get 37.4%, employees (via
an Employee Benefit Trust) 25% and Cadbury Schweppes
retains 12.5%. FIBoS is providing debt facilities. lndeed
lTnet will continue to provide IT services to Cadbury
Schweppes which represents 25% of their revenues.
CommentThis seems an absolute bargain. Capita - their
nearest competitor - is currently valued at about twice
revenues. The lTnet MBO was at 0.75 of revenue. We
now anticipate a float or trade sale within two years with
all parties making substantial pro ts.
And as a vindication ofthe ☜I toldyou so☝tag, lTnet used
our predictions extensively in their "beauty parade☝
presentations.

CE Heath - Peterborough, Datasure etal
At least lTnet had been open in their ☜off-the-record"
discussions with us. CE Heath☂s SCSI activities -
Peterborough Software, Datasure and the smaller
operations, Sceptre and Saffron, have had ☜for sale"/MBO
signs out for years . But "of course" they were always
denied as in "of course we are part of CE Heath's core
business☝ Source - David Laking☁s comment to us Nov. 94 etc. We
were away on holiday in July 95 when the FT was
admonished by CEO Peter Presland for suggesting it

   

that☁s a☁ 67%.rise☁sojfar in 199.5

might ☜float or demerge its successful computer services
operations". Source - FT 14th July 95.
On the basis that "ifhe protesteth that much...", CE Heath
this month announced that it was to demerge its SCSI
activities from its insurance broking activities. ☜The quality
of these (SCSI) earnings has not been reflected in our
share price ☜said CE Heath's Chairman Michael Kier. It
reckoned the SCSI business was worth £60m.
It was therefore perhaps marginally unfortunate that the
announcement of a reduction in profits from £2.7m to
£2.1m (in the six months to 30th Sept. 95) should
accompany the ☜demerger☝ news. "A temporary drop in
revenues from Peterborough's PC division, management
changes associated with Heath Computer Sen/ices and

an investment in a new area of
business☝ were blamed.
In preparation for the demerger,
CE Heath has acquired the

20% equity it does not own in
Datasure for £6.15m from
fellow insurance broker
Lowndes Lambert. Also Peter
Presland is to become CEO of
the SCSI activity.
Comment In the last full year
CE Heath's SCSI activities had
revenues of £56.7m and
reported PBT£6.4m. The £60m
valuation seems quite justified.
We are delighted that we will be
able to welcome another
quoted SCSI company.
CE Heath shares, however,

dropped by 8% on increased concems associated with
insurance activities.
Who else?
In the same reviews in which we predicted the "fate" of
lTnet and Heath above, we also reviewed Axis (still part

of FIHM), AAH Meditel (still part ofAAH), IMI Computing
(still part of IMI). Watching this space strongly

 

  
   

EDS Contrary to previous reports, EDS (not 050) won
the £600m/10 year outsourcing ☜riskand reward sharing☝
deal with Rolls Royce Aerospace Group involving the
transfer of over 750 staff.

It also looks as though EDS is the front runner to win the
£1b/worldwide outsourcing deal with JP Morgan.
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SCSI shares power ahead
Every month now, our CSI lndex reaches new heights -
up another 7% this month. That's a 47% rise in 1995 so

also fell 17% (p11) on profit taking. Even so, MAID's shares
are up 240% this year. Surprisingly, DCS fell 17%. Given
that profits of £2.25m are forecast for the year, that☂s a

far. Given that. it was not surprising that the launch of prospective PIE of just 12.
CMG on 1st Dec. 95 was such a success. 9-tlmes
oversubscribed, theshares opened at a near 50p premium
to the 290p issue price. The main gainer. however, was
Unlpalm (see p11) - up 65% at 750p as the UUNet deal
was nalised - although they had hit an even higher 855p
earlier in the month. On-Demand (p11) - up 52% - and
Spargo (up 51% on recovery hopes) led a long list of

major gains.
At the other end of the scale, Wakebourne tell another
19% - that's more than a 70% fall in 1995 - on the
continuing list of woes that we reported last month. MAID

Month (30/10/95 - 30/11/95)
From 15th Apr 89

From 1st Jan 90
From lst Jan 91
From tst Jan 92
From 1st Jan 93
From tst Jan 94
From tst Jan 95

+120.27%
☜39.40%
+211.18%
+110.81%
438.22%
+31.93°/o
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56 move move (2m) move (Em)
30/11/95 (2p) 30/11/95(2m) . 30/11/95 In 1995 slnca 30/1 0195 In 1995

Admiral 27.90 299.00m . 5702.51 . 25.57% 22.70111 225.5001
Azlan 24.95 2127.50m 22.1 1.41 2155.52 7.03% 270.15% 225.00111 290.20m
090110 22.74 2150.40m 25.3 2.04 0220.23 13.22% 57.07% 217.50m 250.9001
5001110915 21.50 251 .40m 10.2 5.75 1500.00 -4.00% 55.34% -22.10m 220.50m
Cantrogold 20.59 229.70m 9.5 0.33 552.00 0.00% 40.52% 20.00m -217.00m
cunlcai Computing 20.30 £6.08m 5.0 4.14 302.42 42.79% 44.03% -20.09m -24.02m
Coda 21.95 251.1cm 20.3 2.10 029.79 -3.47% 153.25% -21.00m 230.90m
Conpal 21.05 220.40m 15.0 0.41 1400.00 0.14% 70.54% 22.2om 211.00111
Computertsed 51mm 20.01 23.97m 25.4 1.27 900.00 0.00% 21.35% 20.30m 20.07111
Cray Elsarunlcs £0.50 2110.50111 Loss 0.45 292.40 13.54% .59.04% 214.2cm -2254.9orr1
cm 21.20 201 .00m 19.0 1.1 1 1333.33 0.00% 51.90% 20.00m 227.0010
Dcs Grqu 20.03 215.70111 23.3 1.01 1303.33 47.00% 13.70% -23.20m 20.79111
Delphi Group 2324 202.3om 40.1 0.04 1333.33 0.31% 33.00% 20.30n1 223.com
Division Group 21100 £45.501n Loss 0.02 2550.00 -3.64% -9.40% -21.0cm 27.00111
DRS mtaanesesrcn 20.24 20.23m 34.0 0.94 210.10 9.09% -25.00% 20.54m -23.17111
Eldcs £5.13 240.50rn Loss 162.00 5130.00 7.32% 00.20% 23.20m 231.50m
Electronic Data Processlrig £1.55 240.50111 15.1 2.90 4745.07 5.90% 0.39% 22.50m 23.10111
Gresham Computh £0.44 214.4cm 23.5 2.21 473.12 12.02% 10.92% 21.50m 22.30m
INSTEM 21.70 27.55111 9.5 0.45 1700.00 0.59% 13.33% 20.04111 20.05m
JBA Holdings 24.07 2130.0cm 42.0 1.53 2543.75 5.27% 157.75% 20.2cm 200.5om
Kalamazoo £0.94 210.3cm 9.3 0.30 2505.71 4.05% 43.75% -20.20m -223.20m
Kawlll 23.30 240.90n1 11.5 1.21 1304.35 0.00% 30.00% 20.00111 211 .90m
Leam1onth 3. Burchctt 23.1 7 201.20m Loss 3.42 2541.57 45.24% 295.25% -23.30m 253.00m
Looks 24.67 229230111 21.0 1.17 1279.45 -3.11% 43.59% ~20.50m 291.50m
Lorlen 22.10 212.com 79.2 1.51 2100.00 40.00% 110.00% 23.45m 25.7cm
Lynx Holdings 20.71 257.50m 15.1 2.11 1775.00 12.70% 51.05% 235.3om 247.00m
Macro 4 24.1 3 20950111 11.2 3.50 1555.32 4.20% -5.71% -21.10m -25.4om
MAD 22.35 2191.10111 205.1 21.50 2135.36 47.25% 240.50% -239.00m 2135mm
McDonneI Is (MDIs) 20.70 270.com 15.3 0.40 259.23 -9.50% 40.59% {7.50m -1:31.oom
Mlcm Focus 25.93 209.50m 10.5 1 .00 2054.73 -0.04% -27.68% -20.00m -220.5om
Mlcrogan 21.75 209.1om 15.0 1.10 747.05 9.37% 71.57% 25.1cm 220.9cm
MIcrovltcc 20.53 230.60m 17.7 0.07 1200.40 0.25% 43.04% £2.901n 215.30m
Mkys 25.94 2497.0om 15.9 3.25 1477.51 41.03% 45.23% -£4.20m 2303.10111
MMT 22.45 220.70m 15.0 2.05 1450.33 33.00% 19.51% 27.70m 25.50m
M00'9P0y 21.55 211.0om 25.7 3.05 1079.52 17.29% 07.95% 21.70m 25.50m
MR Data Management 20.74 241.30111 52.5 1.00 293.55 0.02% -32.73% 23.40111 -220.10m
011 Demand 21.20 251 .20m Loss 5.95 1530.40 51.90% 79.10% 220.90m 227.com
01110111 Molecular £2.40 2129.401" Loss 40.35 3100.00 -5.70% 313.33% 527.7Om 2105.30m
PAP 21.57 2124.50m 15.0 0.47 704.04 7.53% 112.15% 20.70m 255.90m
Partly 21.71 272.2011- 20.9 0.01 9499.95 5.55% 35.71% 24.30m 225.com
Pegasus £2.20 21390111 150 2.09 599.45 435% 40.57% -20.50m 24.51m
Persona £2.72 232.90m 23.0 1.04 1700.00 2.54% 70.00% 20.00m £13.60m
Phonallnk 21.05 274.30m Lass 35.55 1200.00 10.71% 42.50% 27.2om -21.30111
Proteus 21.09 235.50m L055 1115 1297.52 37.97% -37.71% £9.80m -210.00m
Quality 50M!" 25.45 200.00111 22.5 4.05 1597.37 301% 50.41% 21.90111 245.7om
Radius 20.55 215.50m 15.5 0.53 405.00 9.00% 47.37% 21 .40m 25.00m
Float Time Control 21.70 212511111 0.9 0.93 3532.55 1 .71% 4.09% 20.30m 20.50m
m 23.05 254.00m 20.5 0.00 2200.00 13.57% 05.09% 27.7om 23o.1om
Rollo 8- Nolan 22.50 233.50m 39.9 2.34 3190.40 5.93% 44.05% 22.50111 211.10m
5898 Group 22.75 2294.00m 22.7 5.70 10575.92 4.17% 104.01% 211.00m 2153.10m
Sanderson Elaamnics 21.43 259.10111 15.3 1.02 2434.04 14.40% 01.01% £7.50m 220.70m
551110 Group 25.37 2502.10m 25.5 0.04 1600.50 7.03% 31.52% £36.50m 2123.50111
51151117000 21.77 212.60m Loss 0.50 1475.00 5.99% 121.25% 20.70m 27.72m
$00100 Consulting 21.05 213.2cm 25.1 2.19 1 115.79 51.43% 15.40% 24.45111 21 .00m
Standard 21011011115 20.15 25.01111 Loss 3.02 71.11 3.23% 14.29% £0.15m 22.49m
Superscwa 24.25 235.00m Loss 22.52 2151.52 13.30% 100.02% 214.70m 225.00m
Total 20.22 22.20m 22.9 0.95 415.09 4.75% 937.14% 20.10111 -21.30111
113:. 20.40 25.50m 15.7 0.20 320.00 2.55% 2.44% 20.14m -2c.13m
Lian 27.50 2154.501» 505.0 0.73 7500.00 55.20% 535.59% 251.com 2130,5010
Vega 610115 23.43 249.com 25.5 3.91 201 1.40 0.00% 30.42% 20.70m £11.80m
vrrtuamy 22.72 275.30m Loss 0.25 1500.00 5.43% 23.00% £3.80m 217.50m
Vlstec 20.25 230.40111 Loss 0.51 1055.22 13.95% 00.45% 23.90m 214.401"
Wakchoume 21).sz 25.02111 3.1 0.14 122.22 40.5211 -72.15%,_ {0.92111 -211.40m  Noll: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index at 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSI Index is not weighted; aohange in the share price at the largest company has the some effect as a similar change fortho smallestcompany.
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Sanderson Electronics plc
Ten Year PET and EPS Record In☜

Relative to 1986
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B Careful - no confidence any more in Trace
Trace Computers has reported revenues up 6% at £19.7m, PBT up 18% at £482K and EPS up 9.4% in the year to
31 st May 95 (quite why it takes so long each year to announce these results is beyond us). With a profit margin of
2.4% you canunderstand why the directors describe this as "still below our expectations and potential". But giving
Trace due credit, they did write off £1 .6m
R&D Trace Computers plc

☂ . . . . " PET and EPS Record
Trace FInancral ☜faceda dif cult yeaf☂, the Relative to 1988

insurance operation and Trace lsys "had
a good year". Trace-MIS (the merger of
previous acquisition Gordon & Gotch and
Proteus) had "a moderately successful
year☝. Trace Solutions ☜managed to return
a good profit despite difficult trading
conditions in the property sector☝. The
supplies operation, Trace Wordflow.
reported "steady growth" and Prospect, ' mm'
the recruitment and IT agency staff ""
business, "had an excellent year☝.
Robert Careful is to hand over as Chairman of Trace to Colin Clarke. We mourn the passing of "B Careful☝who will go
down in our corporate history for his overuse of the word "confidence". He used it in every Chairman☂s statement -
apart from his last - regardless of whether Trace was reducing profits or plunging into losses.

Against a near 50% rise in our CSI Index, Trace shares have fallen 2% so far in 1995

Hoskyns resumes growth
Hoskyns - the UK bit of C65 - proudly announced profits
up 56% in the six months to 30th June 95. Unfortunately,
they did not disclose ☜from what to what☝. Revenues lrom

"continuing activities" were up 23% to £110m. Finance
(£30.5m - up 28%) was the largest sector but a 28% increase

was also recorded in the public sector.
Charles Cox (Group Marketing Director) admitted that the

   

      hiddenass'stf☁. The deal    

  

 

main reason for the release was to attract more staff rather up byszsg'mis'☜
than be a meaningful statement to financial analysts. om e'xé'eérs' tof☁bfidve': _ . . ,
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Exciting, exciting, exciting...
If you thought our ☜Hocketing with the Internet☝ feature
last month was unbelievable...you were right. Netscape
shares rose again in Nov. to a high of $1 27 putting a value
of $4.85b on a company with revenues of $17m in 94.
Our story about some Unipalm shareholders considering
the 450p/E97m bid from UUNet "a letdown☝ also had a
sequel. Another buyer did not emerge, but as the UUNet
bid was all share and its share price rocketed in the four
weeks before the bid closed, this pushed Unipalm (with
their Pipex Internet connectivity operations) up to a record
high of 855p/£184m. This made founder Peter Dawe's
own holding worth nearly £40m. Unipalm had revenues
of £1 8m in the yearto Apr. 95. Unipalm floated in Q1 1994
at 100p, so the gain is the highest ever recorded for a
new issue since our records began.
MAID, which provides on-Iine third party market research
information, was a new issue at 110p at the same time as

Unipalm. We, and most other observers, were "troubled"
with the £89m valuation. MAID at the time had revenues
of only £5.7m. We were also concerned at the way it
capitalised FI&D, enabling it to report profits rather than
losses. MAID☂s share price slumped to 54p in May 94.
But then in Sept. 95, MAID announced the classic moves
from the ☜How to quadruple your share price overnight☝
text book:
- they announced a deal to provide its services to the

Microsoft Network (Note; two blinders here - Microsoft
AND Network!)
- they launched onto NASDAQ raising about £25m net.

Note: For any other UK company thinking of following
suite, MAID nearly had to pull the offer. MAID☁s US
advisers, Hambrecht & Quist, had said they couldn't get
the offer away at much more than 240p. But UK rules say

that the max. discount to the UK price is 10%. MAID shares
immediately, and conveniently, fell by 36p to 269p (they
had hit a high of 355p the previous week) allowing the US
issue to proceed at 242p.

After announcing losses of £3.4m in 03 (compared with
profits of £705K last time) on revenues of just £3.8m.
Although up 240% in 1995, MAID☂s share price fell 17%
to end Nov. on 235p (俉191m). Interestingly one of the
reasons given for the loss was ☜the commencement of
the amortisation of product development costs☝.
Not quite in the Unipalm/MAID League, but On-Demand
Information (see p10) also provides on-Iine information
services and was launched in Nov. 93 at 78p. This month

they signed a deal for BT to distribute two of those
information services. ODI's share price has increased by

79% in 1995.
Firecrest is an advertising and media group which moved

ontoAlM in Jul. 95 at 40p. In Sept, they took a 74% stake
in Nethead - the Internet access provider - and launched

the Global On-Line Directory (GOD for short!) which is a

☜superindex☝ for Internet surfers. They also announced a

cheap Internet ☁phone service. As you can guess by now,

the share price has rocketed into cyberspace. Up 295%

at 153p, Minimal revenuas . but a value of £26m.
cornmenf n is extremely good to see UK companies

Sharing in the current US excitement for high tech. stocks.

BU! the Unipalm bid shows how "undervalue "our own
stocks are and how vulnerable they areto US predators.
Also ☜a host a!technology companies have enjoyed similar

gains, but investors should be wary because It could all
and In tears☝. Source ♥ Tempus in The mes 15th Nov. 95.
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Boring, boring, boring...
As readers will know, one of the
more amusing features we have
introduced over the years were
the System House☜ Boring Awards.
This started by accident when we
described Admiral's superb
financial performance in 1990 as
"boring/y consistent☝ only to
have this misquoted as ☜Admiral
is boring". We have given away few such rewards -
Admiral, Capita, Vega, Triad and - unfortunater - CODA.
We expect to award Sage such an award aftertheir results
are announced on 5th Dec. and, barring accidents, CMG

(p4), which had such a successful float this month,
will get one in 1996.
The feature created great interest. We were surprised at
the number of letters we got starting "our results are now
just as boring as Admiral's!☝This month Roger Graham
took the trouble to send us (addressed to "the man who
made boring valuable") a recent US study showing that
☜dull companies with steady earnings growth...over the
long term make the best investments...0ver the past 25
years low P/E stocks have outperformed high P/E stocks
by a factor of two☝. Forbes - Nov. 6th 95.
A System Housem Boring Award can only be given to a
company which has a consistent (i.e. no reVersals) pro t
and EPS record over at Ieastthe previous five years when
EPS must have grown at 20% pa. or more. As we said
before, very few companies are that boring! Indeed all
the recent high flyers like Unipalm, MAID, Oxford
Molecular etc. would have failed on all counts.
50 how would you have done if you had established
a "boring" portiolio? If you hadinvested £1000 in each
of Admiral, Capita, Vega, and to prove we are fair, CODA
at the time we gave them their awards, your £4000
investment would now be worth a massive £16,500. Even

now ☜boring☝ Sage - already up 10-fold in the last six years
- might prove rewarding if our long held view that they
seem the perfect partner for Microsoft comes about. You
might get your chance to invest in boring old Triad in 1996.
As Forbes columnist David Drernan says, such companies
☜don't get the adrenaline flowing, don't make for cocktail
party chatter☝ but they are certainly a whole lot more
interesting than either a building society or really exciting
companies like Headland, Ferrari, EIT, Enterprise..... ..

Firstpolnt... The story so far... p
In the beginning there was M88, M83 begat☁l'ouchs'tone.
Stratagem bought Touchstone. Touchstone'changed its
name to Firstpoint. Stratagem tried tosell ☁Firstpoint to
Maddox but failed - which given what then. happened to
Maddox (now Wakebourne) was probably a relief,
Assuming you are'still with us. Firstpoint announced this
month that PBT for the year to 30th sept. 95 had
increased by 1 0%to 21.48 m on revenues up7% at £15m.
It was also continued that Firstpoinl☁s MD Richard Hill had
departed after initiating legal proceedings to recover
£403K of bonus earned prior to the Strata☂gem takeovec-
Jim Stoddart (known to many of our readers) is MD of all
Stratagem's SCSI activities. , ☂

RM plc ☜the leading supplier of IT services, products
and resources to education in the UK☝ on 30th Nov. 95
announced revenues up 23% at £80.7m, PBT up 33% at
25m and EPS up 21%. Full report next month.
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CGT on long term

, 5 investments
Our article last month which
told thetale of ourcampaign
to get shortterrn gains taxed

more highly than the current
40%, but long term gains (say

over5 years) tax free produced a truly amazing response.

Many readers contacted us to support the campaign, We

Goodbye

- to Doug Eyeions - DG of the CSSA - as he hands over to
Rob Vt rszycz and to Geoff Squire as he hands overthe
presidency to John Leighfield. (Barring accidents, Data
Sciences' Andy Roberts will be President next year)
0 to Robert "Confidence" Careful as he hands over as
Chairman of Trace to Colin Clarke. See p10
- to Brian Boswell who has resigned as FD at MR Group
(was MR Data Management). Chairman Colin Haylock
reported that ☜trading conditions remain broadly flat". MR _ . .
shares have fallen 33% this year. did, however, have one letter of objection - from a Mr

Note: There have been more resignations from FDs than 0'2"☜ Of" D9wning Street Fume☜ availablemanyme
MDs this year. What does this mean? Did they all have Wh° ""☁iu☁ms'L '
their hands in the till (very unlikely), did they all refuse to However. a ce aln Mr Gordon Brown ofthe same postal
capitalise R&D (marginally less unlikely) or did they shoot areafound ourpmposalssoa wctwethat he Incorporated
the messenger☂? them - almost verbatim - into A Budget for Britain -

o to Roger Graham (ex BIS) who has resigned after only Labour☂s Stmtegylorlnvestment. Asa long term Tory

two years as Chairman of Delphi Group. Tony Reeves has supporter we found ourselves in the invidious position of

been appointed as both Chairman and CEO and Delphi is receiving a lettertrom Brown thanking us for expressing

"looking to appoint at least two independent non-exec. ourviews which many ofyouwill have read in otherorgans
directors". Graham now has his hands full as a director of like Computing.
Hambros Bank. So Clarke's budget contained no signi cant changes to

☁ to Pal-ll Thompson Who has given UP his l'o'o as CEO 0' CGT. Indeed, no proposals as far as we could determine
Sanderson Electronics to ex-ACT director Chris Winn. which would specifically help our industry at all. We
Thompson continues as Chairman suspect now that the real objection to our proposals came
- to Peter Boniieid as CEO of lCL. Bontield (surely SirPeter gmmhe City. Ahera☜ any proposal which would drastically .

P9,?☝ to". long?) has been given perhaps "☁9 mOSt excmng reduceshare transaction volume would behighly
Job In the Industry today - as CEO of BT. We☁ welcome the damaging. We accepnhay damaging the Chy_which has
move along With almost everyone else. It Bontleld can make the highes' per capna expenditure on SCSHeIa☁ed
BT into an is company by buying into software (Novell?) expendnure _ would damage our industrytoo

and services (EDS?) we might get the UK back on the map But that just meansthat we are sentenced to shontermism
again.
Keith Todd has taken over as iCL☁s CEO but it is the ☂°☂ ☜least a☝°.".☁9'1.8'7l9"☁h..s'.

Demandfor on :appointment of a new visionary Chairman which we eagerly V _ . H V _. _V . . .. V
await We were interests ☜that o

o to Giles Hemmings who resigned as Operation Directoroi Dat monlto' "i'deoid☂ednto. , .
MDIS a day after John Klein was appointed as CEO. Klein MAID-MW☜ had quite)! I
(described as an "industry veteran"by the FT) joined MDIS
from DEC in June 95. Quite how a long term careerspent
in DEC and IBM qualifies him to lead a deeply troubled
services company is totally beyond us. We advised Ian Hay I
Davison against such a move, but clearly this is yet another trends. v I = I _ _

area of profound disagreement between us. Any'rsaderviews wdirld
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